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Abbreviations of Journals

AJPh: American Journal of Philology
BASP: Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists
ClAnt: Classical Antiquity
CJ: Classical Journal
CQ: Classical Quarterly
CW: Classical World
GB: Grazer Beiträge
G&R: Greece and Rome
HSPh: Harvard Studies in Classical Philology
JRS: Journal of Roman Studies
JWI: Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes
MD: Materiali e discussioni per l’analisi dei testi classici
PCPhS: Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Association
REL: Revue des études latines
RhM: Reinisches Museum für Philologie
Syll Class: Syllecta Classica
TAPhA: Transactions of the American Philological Association
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